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A REMARK ON COMPACTNESS OF EMBEDBINGS 
V l a s t i m i l PTfe.Praha 
In the theory of nuclear spaces the fo l lowing s i t u a -
t i o n i s important: we are given two Banach spaces E^ and 
Ej and a> Hilbert space E a with continuous embeddings * 
E, - ^ Et - ^ E, 
1 2 3 
In C2J, V*G» Ramm investigated the connection between the 
compactness^ of the mappings TĴ  and compactness of T^ « 
* T.̂  • ^ . In his work the fact that E 2 i s Hilbert i s 
used in an essential manner 0 It i s the purpose of the pre-
sent note to show that his result holds in a more general 
setting which simplifies both the statement and the proof 
of the proposition. 
We use the following terminology. A mapping T of 
a normed space P into another normed space 0, i s said 
to be praecompact i f the image of the closed unit ball of 
P i s a praecompact subset of 0% • A continuous injec-
t ion i s a one-to-one continuous embedding; we do not assu-
me that i t i s onto* 
.Proposition* Let E i EflJ E3 be three normed spaces, 
l e t A c LfE^^E^) and T £ L ( E i f E f ) . Suppose that 
1° T i s praecompact, 
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2° for each £ > 0 there ex i s t s an CO Cz. ) > 0 
such that 
I A* I £ £ l * i + <VC&) ITx) ., 
Then A is praecompact as well . 
On the other hand, praecompactness of A implies 
conditions 1° and 2° provided the following additional 
assumption i s made*, 
3° there ex i s t s a continuous injection S e 
€ L (E.a, E3 ) such that T -= S « A . 
Proof » Assume 1° and 2° . Denote by U the closed 
unit ball of E1 , Let £ > 0 be given. Since T i s 
praecompact, there exists a f in i te set F c U such that, 
for each »x e U 
j&'T* " T* ' * 27ST(|TTTT • 
By condition 2° , we have for each x e U and each z 6 F 
I A x - A * l £ f U - a s I + t w t f ) | T * - T * l ^ 
-s f + <-> C f ) I T x - T * I . 
It follows that 
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w f I A X - A * | k%+ <*>(%> w f I T J C - T * I i? £ . 
To prove the second part, assume that A i s prae-
compact and that condition 3° i s sat i s f ied . It follows im-
mediately that T j a superposition of a continuous and 
a praecompact mapping, i s praecompact. To prove 2°, note 
f i r s t that, S being an injection., the range of S' i s 
&C£.'Z (L^ ) dense in E.' , Suppose now that £ > 0 
is given and that no CO CO with the properties st ipula-
ted in 2° ex i s t s . It follows that there exists a sequence 
^ 6 £ . such that 
ft, 7 
I A X J > t>\xm.\ + **Txmm\ , 
fir fr* nV 
We may clearly assume that IJC^I -* 1 so that \A\ £ 
- £ l A : x l > S and Tx^ —> 0 . The operator A being prae-
compact, i t is possible to extract a subsequence afe cf tx/rl/ 
such that A/y^, i s a Cauchy sequence. Since a l l \A(\fa\> 
> £ there ex is ts a z,' in the range of S' such that 
\ An^ z'> tends to a limit different from zero. Now x?= 
s §fv' for some v'e £ ' so that 
<A<fa,*'>- < A ^ , S'v'>-<SAm,*''>' <T<*kiV"> . 
Since ~HW -> 0 ^ th i s i s a contradiction. 
ft, y 
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